
The challenges in global marketing

Marketing organizations within global enterprises are 
continually challenged by how best to communicate 
company and product information and messaging to 
worldwide markets.

It is important to consider the cost and effort of crafting 
the right marketing message for a multi-cultural audience.  
When that message is marketed worldwide, how can you 
be assured that your brand and messaging are conveyed 
correctly across multiple languages and for  
differing cultures? 

Many enterprises underestimate the difficulty in localizing 
marketing content for global audiences.  A powerful 
marketing message in one language may not easily be 
translated for other markets.  Each market has its own 
cultural and social differences that will affect the localized 
content.  When marketing content is released into global 
markets, it is important that the message is relevant for the 
local audience, maintains a consistent global brand, and 
provides a powerful marketing message in every language.  

Transcreation

To address the challenges that marketers face when 
localizing their content for a global audience, companies 
must implement a solution that reaches beyond simply 
translating content.  The solution is transcreation.  
Marketing content needs to appeal to people's senses 
rather than their rational intellect which is highly subjective. 
The transcreation approach is therefore a creative, 
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subjective, emotive process, where parts of the  
messaging are translated but other parts are adapted for 
the target market.  

To make a transcreation approach successful, it is essential 
that organizations partner with an experienced vendor who 
can provide linguists skilled in localizing marketing content 
and that have the ability to creatively convey the company 
message for the local market.  Simple translation is not 
enough when it comes to marketing content.  

SDL approach to Transcreation

For a transcreation approach to be successful, the work 
needs to be carried out by linguists who are experienced in 
not only translating but also creating marketing materials 
for local markets that are in line with the corporate message.  
They must be familiar with the company’s global brand, 
products and messaging to be able to effectively create 
marketing material for their local market; as well as, be 
able to liaise with in-country company offices that can 
best communicate the corporate brand.  In addition, they 
must have access to specific terminology, style guides, and 
company branding guidelines as reference material.

Transcreation needs to involve all participants, 
including:

•	 The content creators 

•	 The central marketing team 

•	 The translation team

•	 The in-country marketing teams 

•	 The (potential) clients in-country 

What makes transcreation successful?

•	 Understanding corporate marketing needs

•	 Right planning from the start

•	 Right information given to the translators

•	 Selecting the right translators

•	 Time to translate

•	 Joint investment in preparation and support

How can companies effectively localize marketing 
material while addressing these challenges?

•	 Unique customer needs in each market

•	 Providing messaging for local, competitive 
markets

•	 Social, ethnic and political differences

•	 Differing legal regulations

•	 Linguistic Differences

•	 Avoiding Offensive Colors and Images

•	 Time to Market
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AT SDL, linguists are part of a team that is dedicated to 
understanding your corporate message.  SDL linguists 
are full time employees, to provide clients with the same 
resources for all of their projects.  Having a dedicated 
team ensures high quality translations and a deep 
understanding of corporate messaging including the aim 
of the marketing effort, the target audience and the  
brand guidelines.

Having over 50 offices in more than 32 countries, SDL can 
provide a scalable solution for transcreation using linguists 
in the countries where you do business.  Our linguists can 
work directly with your regional offices to ensure effective 
communication and planning. The linguists and reviewers 
can meet in-country to make sure that the marketing 
materials are appropriate for the local culture while 
maintaining corporate brand consistency.

Companies that use SDL for
global marketing include:

• Best Buy

• Best Western

• eBay

• Hewlett-Packard

• Intel

• John Deere

• Kelloggs

• Pepsi

• Philips

• Procter & Gamble

• Sony

• Sun Microsystems

Benefits of Partnering with SDL for Transcreation

•	 Global network of staff linguists allows for  
in-country communication with regional offices 
and translators

•	 Centralized project management allows a 
central point of contact for the project, while 
allowing regional offices to work directly with the 
translators in-county

•	 SDL’s Transcreation solutions help corporations 
increase brand awareness by creating marketing 
materials that are relevant and appropriate for 
local markets

•	 In country on staff linguist ensure true 
localization as they are totally embedded in  
the culture

•	 In country teams allow for appreciation of market 
conditions, competitor messaging etc – ie don’t 
want to get messages too mixed with competitor 
wording etc

•	 Dedicated centralized, local, project management 
ensures close communication with customer as 
well as ensuring consistent approach across  
all languages

•	 Being experts in utilizing SDL technology ensures 
optimum use of terminology management etc 
ensuring brand consistency

•	 Dedicated internal teams of linguists ensures 
facilitation of training, brand and product 
familiarization and knowledge enhancement 
creating an internal team approach


